
IN THE UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT FOR

THE DISTRICT OF MASSACHUSETTS
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Plaintiff,

V.

ENVIRONMENTAL SERVICES INC. (ESI)

First Defendant,

Verified Carbon Standard Association (VCS)

Second Defendant,

AMERICAN NATIONAL

STANDARDS INSTITUTE (ANSI)

Third Defendant.

Case No. l:16-cv-11067-MLW

VERIFIED COMPLAINT

PARTIES AND BENCH TRIAL REQUEST
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1. The Plaintiff Fermin Aldabe is a Massachusetts resident with address 120 Dunstable Rd, West-

ford MA, 01886, Massachusetts.

2. The First Defendant Environmental Services (ESI) has offices in 3800 Clermont St. NW, North

Lawrence, Ohio 44666. Court has jurisdiction under FRCP 4(k)(l)(A).

3. The Second Defendant, Verified Carbon Standard Association (VCS), One Thomas Circle NW,

Suite 1050, Washington, DC 20005. Court has jurisdiction under FRCP 4(k)(l)(A).
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4. The Third Defendant, American National Standards Institute (ANSI), 1899 L Street, NW, 11th

Floor, Washington, DC 20036. Court has jurisdiction under FRCP 4(k)(l)(A).

REQUEST FOR BENCH TRIAL

5. The Plaintiff, Fermin Aldabe waves his right to Jury Trial and requests instead Bench Trial on all
issues so triable.

INTRODUCTION

6. Plaintiff apologizes for typos and lack of mastery of his non native English language.

7. ESI and Plaintiff entered contract (contract) on January 2013 to validate and verify plaintiff's

forest carbon project (project) under the VCS. ESI has refused to issue the Validation Report

and Deed of Representation that should have been issued once plaintiff fulfilled all necessary

requirements under contract on March 2016.

8. Instead, ESI continued to place obstacles to refuse issuing the Validation Report and the Deed of

Representation. However, the obstacles ESI relies amount to a breach of contract.

9. In addition, ESI has not complied with the deadlines in the contract, causing plaintiff to suffer

losses as a result of market declines and project's age.

10. With respect to VCS, plaintiff entered an implicit contract with VCS and is a third party to the

contract between VCS and the VCS Registry. VCS failed to comply with terms incorporated

into contract with plaintiff. This breaches include failure to notify plaintiff of upcoming

changes to VCS Program documents and failure to allow plaintiff to continue to use VCS

Program documents incorporated into contract at the time of their signing.

11. By placing these obstacles not envisaged in any contract, VCS effectively denied plaintiff the
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validation and verification of his project and caused a total loss of the project. In addition, VCS

knowingly distorted market data available to market participants. This act depressed market

prices to the benefit of VCS but at the expense of plaintiff suffering loss of value to his project.

12. A contract exists between VCS and ESI and ANSI and ESI. Those contracts were specifically

designed for the benefit of the group of project developers to which plaintiff belongs. Both

ANSI and VCS made representations that ESI was qualified to carry out validation and

verification of the project.

13. VCS conceded that ESI's issuance of 115 non-conformity reports (NCRs) so late in the

validation process and after first issuing 94 is inconsistent with the VCS Program. Equivalently,

VCS conceded that ESI was not qualified to implement the VCS Program.

14. For the avoidance of doubt, this claim does not distinguish between CL (clarifications), NCR or

OFI (opportunity for improvement) and refers to them collectively as NCRs as they are all

impediments to validation or verification.

15. Because VCS and ANSI issued certifications that were intended to be used by plaintiff to hire

ESI and later acknowledged that ESI was not qualified to cany out validation and verification

of plaintiff's program, then both VCS and ANSI are accoimtable for the damages suffered by

plaintiff as a result of the misrepresentations made by them.

16. Plaintiff devoted from March 2012 until present to establish himself as a purveyor of high

quality carbon forest credits. The breaches by ESI, VCS, as well as the misrepresentations by

ESI, VCS and ANSI not only prevented and continue to prevent such achievement but also

caused and continue to cause plaintiff's loss of reputation and mental distress.

17. Plaintiff seeks the Court order
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a) ESI compensate plaintiff for its gross negligence for $8,690,354, the total market value, as

of October 2013, of plaintiff project.

b) ESI compensate plaintiff for all losses caused by ESFs failure to notify plaintiff of coming

VCS Program documents for $3,194,889, the market value loss resulting from market price

decline and vintage drop.

c) ESI compensate plaintiff for all losses caused by ESI's breach of contract resulting from

imposing additional terms not present in the contract between ESI and plaintiff for

$3,194,889, the market value loss resulting from market price decline and vintage drop.

d) ESI to issue Validation Report and Deed of Representation.

e) ESI to issue Verification Report along a Deed of Representation. In the alternative it

proceed to verification without raising any further new NCRs or expanding existing NCRs

and limit verification to VCS Program Documents valid on 8 March 2013.

f) ESI compensate plaintiff for ESI's delays for $3,194,889, the market value loss resulting

from market price decline and vintage drop.

g) VCS compensate plaintiff for all losses caused by VCS's failure to notify plaintiff of coming

VCS Program documents for $3,194,889, the market value loss resulting from market price

decline and vintage drop.

h) VCS compensate plaintiff for all losses caused by VCS's breach of contract resulting from

imposing plaintiff implement revised VCS Program documents for $3,194,889, the total

market value, as of October 2013, of plaintiff project.

i) VCS compensate plaintiff for artificially depressing market prices for the amount of

$8,690,354.
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j) VCS compensate plaintiff for misrepresenting the robusmess and materiality of the VCS

Program for the amount of $8,690,354.

k) ANSI compensate plaintiff for representations it made about ESI regarding its ability to

validate/verify plaintiff's project under ISO 14064-3:2006 for $8,690,354, the total market

value, as of October 2013, of plaintiff project.

1) ESI, VCS and ANSI compensate plaintiff for loss of reputation and mental distress in the

amount of $1,900,000.

STATEMENT OF FACTS

18. On 8 January 2013, ESI and Plaintiff entered a contract ("contract") where ESI agreed to

validate and verify Plaintiff's forest carbon project ("project") under the VCS Program.

19. The contract sets out several tasks to be performed by ESI. Among them. Task 1 sets out the

procedure to attain validation and Task 2 sets out the procedure to attain verification.

20. Under the contract, once Task 1 is completed, ESI must issue a Validation Report and a

Validation Deed of Representation. Likewise, once Task 2 is completed ESI must issue a

Verification Report and a Verification Deed of Representation. Plaintiff can then present these

documents to the VCS Registry which allows the Plaintiff to issue and sell Verified Carbon

Units in the open carbon credit market. Under the VCS Program Task 1 must be completed by

July 2017.

21. At any time during or after validation/verification VCS may review the project and documents

issued by ESI to safeguard the integrity of the VCS Program. VCS may veto in part or in whole

anything it views as inconsistent with the VCS Program.
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22. Thus Task 3 of the contract sets out how Critical Issues or Omissions for VCS will be handled.

23. Other Tasks are also included in the contract but are not relevant to this injunction.

24. Under Task 1 of the Contract it reads

This task will include the following three steps: initial review of documentation

provided by the client/site visit; submission of formal requests for clarification (CL)

and/or non-conformity reports (NCR); and review of the client's response to requests for

Cls/NCRs. This equates to One Round of NCR's/CL's (Findings). If the responses

provided are, in the opinion of the validator, insufficient to satisfy the validation

requirements, additional cycles of request/response will be conducted under Task 3.

Thus at the beginning of Round 1, ESI issues a set of clarification and/or NCRs which must be

drawn down through additional cycles of requests and responses.

25. On 13 June 2013, after missing its deadline, ESI initiated Round 1 by issuing a set of 94

clarification and/or NCRs.

26. On 6 November 2013, ESI's CEO wrote to Plaintiff:

I have talked with my staff and they feel that this is very close to being completed. You

may be aware that since we started VCS has begun to selectively review projects with

their own staff after the verification is completed. Effectively their audit is of our work

and yours. . Since we both have had conversations with VCS during the course of this

work, we anticipate that this project has a high potential to be reviewed by VCS when

we finish. The information requested is normal and we are also trying to ensure that

things are clearly tied down and that there will be smooth processing if VCS does select

this project to review.
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We are making very good progress.

27. On 18 December 2013, ESI issued Round 5 by which time 93 reports had been resolved and

only 1 NCR remained outstanding:

In light of the response provided by VCS, for ESI to pursue completing this validation

we will need receipt of the following information:

a) Please provide a tree species list for the project area that indicates the basal areas per

hectare for each species listed.

b) Please provide a justification for the selection of each of the tree species selected for the

destructive sampling process, noting the requirement listed in CP-AB that the selection

must include " species composition in the project area in roughly in proportion to

relative basal area".

c) If the tree list provided in the General Forest Management Plan includes tree species that

do not occur on the project site (as previously noted), please provide a statement from a

forester in Bolivia that confirms the actual composition of tree species on the project site

along with their relative basal areas.

This request constitutes Round 5 of our validation process. Please respond to this Non

Conformity Report in kind with a return email and supporting documents.

28. On 27 March 2014, after Plaintiff's appeal to VCS regarding the last outstanding report was

dismissed, ESI sent letter to Plaintiff requiring to confirm that Plaintiff would attempt to resolve

the last outstanding report.

29. On that same letter, it stated that
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...Furthermore, the VM0007 - REDD Methodology Modules (REDD MF), Version 1.3

approved 20 November 2012 was subsequently updated during the course of this

validation effort. These updates need to be reviewed and any changes made to your

project documentation.

The updates only relate to the following:

1. Applicability condition for unplanned deforestation "where post-deforesta

tion land use constitutes reforestation this module must not be used" was re

moved.

2. Equations 4, 5 and 6 were revised to appropriately account for the buffer...

30. However, under the contract the Defendant had failed to fulfill its obhgation to notify of any

revisions/updates to the VCS Program documents despite having knowledge:

ESI will notify the clients of any changes to the GHG protocol requirements (VCS and)

that may affect the client's objectives, which occur after the signing of this contract up

and until the completion of the vaUdation/verification report and statements.

ESI knew at least by 3 July 2013, if not before, that these revisions were to take place and had

taken place, well before 8 October 2013 and 3 November 2013 when they were to take effect.

31. Between 21 and 23 April 2014 several emails were exchanged between parties. In particular on

23 April 2014, Plaintiff wrote:

I repeat, we intend to resolve the outstanding NCR. I will send you the reply to the only

outstanding NCR when it becomes available. I will not send you any other information

as it is not required under the contract and I do not wish to pay fees to put you abreast of

our strategy that you know very well already. Please remember that Shawn wrote to
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VCS stating that ESI was expecting documentation from us when it became available. I

do not see any purpose for further fruitless communication other than your reply to my

complaint and my request for administrative information. Be patient as the process with

ABT is lengthy and complicated.

32. ESI did not reply.

33. No further communications took place until November 2015.

34. On 7 November 2015, after failing to pursue his strategy to resolve the last outstanding report,

preventing validation. Plaintiff changed strategies to resolve the report and contacted ESI to

finalize validation. Discussions ensued.

35. During those discussions, ESI insisted that plaintiff had to use revised VCS Program documents

and templates.

36. As a result of ESI's imposition, plaintiff called VCS's John Holler who insisted that revised

program documents had to be used but that original templates could be used and requested

Plaintiff to submit written request. Plaintiff did so and exchange of emails as weU as phone

conversations ensued throughout the month of January 2016 to address which VCS program

documents and templates VCS would allowed plaintiff to used.

37. For the avoidance of doubt. Section 1.1 of the VCS Program Guideallowedplaintiff to continue

to work with original VCS Program documents. However, VCS rejected that position.

38. On 13 January, ESI sent an email with a contract to start the validation/verification anew. The

text accompanying read:

As requested, please find attached a new proposal for validation/verification services for

your REDD project in Bolivia. This represents the proposal as it would be if you
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decided to completely start over and the project would be considered brand new.

Based on all the recent discussions, I believe there are 3 options for you to consider and

decide upon:

1) Continue with the validation/verification of the project from the current point based

on the ESI terms and estimated prices as previously outlined via emails and VCS recent

guidance;

2) Completely start over as a brand new project validation/verification with ESI; or

3) Start over with a different WB.

We would like to see a good end to this project, but we cannot agree to your approach

and provide feedback outside the validation/verification process. At this time we are

respectfully requesting your consideration on the options above.

Both, the conduct of the parties and the documents agreed to thereafter show that Plaintiff

rejected the new contract and opted instead to continue with validation/verification. In

particular, no new contract was signed, no required meeting to start a new validation ever took

place and no new sampling plan was agreed to. Instead, the old sampling plan was revised.

39. On 15 January 2016, Plaintiffwrote to ESI with a list of RevisionApphcability which showed

that most if not all of the revisions to the VCS Program Documents did not apply to the project

and that those that did were so obvious that they had been dealt with in the past.

40. For the avoidance of doubt, under VCS Standard 3.3, plaintiff was not required to incorporate

future revisions to the VCS Program documents. Rather it was at plaintiff's option to do so.

However, both VCS and ESI misrepresented the contract to plaintiff and required plaintiff to

validate/verify project under the revised VCS Program documents, despite plaintiff request that

contract be correctly interpreted.
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41. For the avoidance of doubt, both VCS and ESI were required to notify plaintiff of any

upcoming revisions to the VCS Program documents. In particular, a revision of VCS Program

modules relevant to the validation/verification of project took place on 3 May 2013 and 25

March 2015. In addition, a revision to the VCS Program Standard took place on 8 October 2013

and to the VCS Program Guide on 8 October 2013. Neither VCS nor ESI notified plaintiff of

either of these two revisions as required under respective contracts.

42. The revision which took place 8 October 2013 shifted liability from ESI to plaintiff for the full

value of the project.

43. On 22 January 2016 ESI wrote:

Thanks for all the emails and the additional letter from VCS about the templates. I'll take

a look at the original estimate we provided to finish the validation and see what needs to

be updated accordingly.

44. On 22 January 2016, Plaintiff wrote:

Here are the corrected documents. Revisions to new versions of the methodology and

modules have been highlighted in yellow or commented. Corrections to monitor report

include comments for each NCR as well as underUning of text.

45. On 26 January 2016, ESI wrote:

Based on the information provided and the letter from VCS, I've updated my email

slightly from 24 November 2015, that laid out...

At no point did ESI reject, implicitly or explicitly, the Revision Applicability.

46. On 8 March 2016, ESI sent Plaintiff revised sampling plan which, since it was void of any
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consideration, Plaintiff agreed only to mitigate the imposition by ESI that the most recent

version of the VCS Program Documents had to be used. For the avoidance of doubt, the

imposition to use the most current version of the VCS Program Documents was not mandatory.

By imposing such conditions without any consideration for Plaintiff, ESI, among others,

effectively shifted its liability under the VCS Program to Plaintiff.

47. On 25 March 2016 ESI wrote to plaintiff to confirm that the last outstanding report of Round 5

had been resolved.

48. On that same email and in breach of contract, ESI issued Round 6 with 16 new reports to

prevent the validation of the contract. For the avoidance of doubt ,this was not envisage under

the contract and Plaintiff rejected by conduct and in writing.

49. For the avoidance of doubt. Task 1 of the contract between ESI and plaintiff does not entitle ESI

to raise new reports. More so after Round 5 was closed satisfactorily.

50. On 26 March 2016, out of willingness to mitigate the matter. Plaintiff addressed those reports

but made his dissatisfaction well known.

51. On 19 May 2016, after several email exchanges, ESI wrote email notifying Plaintiff that it was

still to issue many more reports but that it would not do so. Effectively, ESI was refusing to

comply with the contract and issue in one go all reports; in all probability to run out the clock

and ensure that no liability could ever be raised against ESI for their negligent work.

52. On 26 May 2016, after more back and forth, ESI continued to stall the validation procedure

without any explanation, refused to move forward, refused to issue reply to Round 6 and

threatened to continue to issue new reports despite Plaintiff's various threats to pursue them in

Court.
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53. On29July 2016, ESI issued Round 7 witha ICQ new reports withthe following particulars:

a) Approximately 87 reports, if not more, were raised with regards to the original VCS Pro

gram Documents and not its revisions.

b) Rounds 1 to 5 have 49 NCRs dealing with the quantification spreadsheets, but, in round 7

ESI is now unable to understand them.

c) Rounds 1 to 5 have 19 NCRs dealing with the procedures 3.1 to 3.4, but, in round 7 ESI is

now unable to understand them.

d) In Round 7, ESI justifies 35 NCRs on the grounds that issues were no longer clear to them.

e) At least 6 new NCRs, were pending review of Round 7 and could raise additional reports in

Round 8. Effectively, making ever more distant the finality of the contract.

f) In Round 6 ESI dealt with module VMDOOOl, but in Round 7 for that same module ESI

raised an additional 4 new NCRs.

g) In Round 7, At least 80 should not have been raised:

i. 25 already raised In rounds 1 to 5

ii. 3 not part of documentation listed in agreed Sampling plan

iii. 22 result from indirect referencing of equation, or typos.

iv. 2 duplicated from Round 1 verficiation

V. 5 resulted from ESI's failure to use submitted documents,

vi. 3 wrong spreadsheets used.

54. On or about 21 September 2016, plaintiff sent a Chapter 93a letter of demand requesting VCS

to provide justification for knowingly depressing market value of carbon credits, and for

breaching section 1.1 of VCS Program Guide: VCS did not allow plaintiff to use original VCS

Program documents and failed to notify plaintiff of upcoming revisions to the VCS Program

documents.
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55. On 20 OctoberVCS rejected the existence of a contractual relation betweenplaintiffandVCS.

56. On that same letter, VCS conceded that plaintiff notified VCS of the existence of another

project developer which had made a Deedof Representation overstating the true number of car

bon credits produced by their project.

57. For the avoidance of doubt, VCS conceded that there was an overstatement.

58. However,VCS took no action to have the Deed of Representation amended nor did it notify any

market participants nor issue a press release.

59. This lack of action by VCS left all market participants with incorrect knowledge of the true

supply of carbon credits in that market.

ALLEGATIONS

Gross Negligence by ESI Or Unwillingness To Fulfill Its End Of Bargain

60. The VCS Standard lays out the rules and requirements which all projects must follow in order

to be certified. It is used to determine the tons of carbon dioxide prevented or reduced by any

given project. A standard is used to bring uniformity and to ensure that any two observers

arrive to the same conclusion.

61. The VCS Standard is a standard, just like a weighting scale or the yard stick. While it is true

that the VCS Standard has more variables, each of those variables must nevertheless have the

same expected behavior as yard stick: two observers using a standard yard stick must conclude

that the length of a table is the same (to within the accuracy of the yard stick).

62. If the observers arrive to different conclusions regarding the length of the table, for example one

concludes that the table is 94 inches long and another observer concludes that the table is 196

inches instead, then one of the observers must have erred: either it does not know how to use a
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ruler or it is unwilling to use the ruler properly.

63. Similarly, as concededby VCS, two validating/verifying bodies must reach the same conclusion

to within the error allowed by the VCS Standard. VCS calls the allowed error materiality. Thus,

to within materiality, two validating/verifying bodies must arrive to the same conclusion with

regards to the projects comphance with the standard.

64. The VCS Standard is multidimensional. Rather than just measuring the number of carbon

credits, it measuresmany other criteriaas well. When a project does not fall within each of the

VCS Standard criteria, then the validating/verifying bodies raises a red flag called a non

conformity report.

65. Since the VCS Standard is a standard, then just like in the case of table measurement, two

different validating/verifying bodies must, to within materiality, raise the same number of

NCRs.

66. ESI entered a contract with plaintiff to do just that: benchmark plaintiff project against the VCS

Standard and raise NCRs if a certain benchmark does not comply with the VCS Standard.

When plaintiff resolves all the NCRs then ESI must issue a Validation and or Verification

Report along with a Deed of Representation.

67. According to the contract between ESI and plaintiff, ESI was to do so in Rounds. Under the

contract, a round is defined as the issuance by ESI of a number of NCRs and a review of

plaintiff's response to the NCRs. For example, ESI issues a non-conformity report stating

plaintiff use of formula A is incorrect and plaintiff replies that he has now applied formula B

instead, ESI would then review plaintiff's response.

68. ESI used the VCS Standard version 3.3 to deliver a total of 94 non-compliant reports in Round
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1. By the end of Round 5, plaintiff had resolved all of the 94 non-compliant reports that had

been issued in Round 1. However, after plaintiff resolved all 94 non-compliant reports, ESI

issued an additional 115 new non-compUant reports in Rounds 6 and 7.

69. On 26 August 2016 plaintiff wrote to VCS:

Does VCS envisages the possibihty that two different wb arrive to different

conclusions as to whether a project complies with the VCS Standard? For example if

one wb raises 100 NCR items, how much can a second wb deviate from those 100

items (either omitting some or adding some or a combination of both) before you

conclude that at least one of the wb have failed to properly apply the Standard to the

project? The extreme example includes one wb which states that a project complies

with the Standard while another wb states that it does not; would you consider that both

wb has properly applied the Standard?

70. The reply on 7 September 2016 from VCS read:

Generally speaking, it is not realistic to expect that two WBs will come to an identical

list of findings, but we would not expect the differences in findings to be as drastic as

you've laid out.

71. The hypothetical scenario presented to VCS by plaintiff reflected plaintiff's situation. By 26

March 2016, ESI had effectively concluded that all NCRs issued in Round 1 were successfully

resolved. However, on that same date it denied validation by issuing 15 NCRs and later another

an additional 100.

72. Because VCS wanted more specific details before taking a position, plaintiff replied on 7

September 2016:
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Please find attached Round 1 issued by ESI. It carries 94 NCR items. Through Round 5

the items were reduced to only 1, the infamous validation of the allometric equation.

This was conducted by Stew McMorrow and Shawn McMahon. Round 6, carried out by

my best friend Pinjuv, raised 17 items in only one module. In Round 7 it raised 100

NCR items. It turns out that in Round 7 NCRl ESI acknowledged that none of the 100

items are a result of the revisions to the standard which took place on or after October

2013. Many, where NCR which were reopened.

Thus my previous email. This is not two different wb, but the same with two different

teams. It would seem that ESI is applying the standard at will and that it is not a

standard but rather and evaluation of beauty which lies in the eye of the beholder.

73. VCS replied:

We agree that it's unusual for a large number of findings to be raised after that many

iterations and after earlier lists had been narrowed to only a few.

74. The response by VCS is not accurate. Plaintiff has been unable, after examining the VCS

Project database to find a project which suffered the same fate as plaintiff's.

75. Moreover, the response by VCS on 7 September 2016 confirms that VCS would not consider

the VCS Standard to have been implemented correctly if one validation verification body

concluded that validation had been achieved and another validation verification body concluded

otherwise.

76. Furthermore, the same applies, whether conceded by VCS or not, if one validation verification

body concluded that there were 94 NCRs and the other concluded 196 NCRs. If VCS had

concluded that it was acceptable to have one team arrives at 94 and another team arrives at 196
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NCRs, then VCS would have misrepresented to all market participants that VCS was providing

a "robust quality assurance standard for determiningproject eligibility".

77. Because 102 out of the 115 new non-comphant reports made specific reference to the VCS

Standard version 3.3 rather than its revision 3.5, one can only conclude that either the 94 non-

compliant reports issued by ESI at Round 1 were incomplete or that the 102 non-compUant

reports issued in Rounds 6 and 7 referring to the same version of the VCS Standard were not

warranted or issued to avoid consideration under the contract between ESI and plaintiff.

78. Thus, either ESI erred in Round 1 or erred in Rounds 6 and 7. For in Round 1 it measured a

table 94 inches long and in Rounds 6 and 7 it measures the same table to be 94+102 inches

long.

79. The question is then not if ESI measured the project incorrectly at any one time, but whether

ESI did so willingly or negUgently. For it was conceded by VCS, the owner of the VCS

Standard that it made no sense that an additional 102 non-compliant reports be issue so late in

the validation process.

80. ESI had every motivation to continue to raise NCRs:

a) It continued to invoice for services provided and therefore continued to profit.

b) It avoided insurance liabihty for any errors or omission prescribed in the contract between

plaintiff and ESI.

c) It avoided legal liability for its failure to notify plaintiff of revisions to the VCS Program

documents.

81. VCS had every motivation to allow ESI to raise unwarranted NCRs
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a) because plaintiff had accused VCS of depressing market prices by knowingly disseminating

false information used by market participants to set prices and that plaintiff's project was

loosing value as a result of it. Thus no claim arises if project is not validated.

b) It avoided legal liability for its failure to notify plaintiff of revisions to the VCS Program

documents.

c) It avoided legal liability for its imposition to plaintiff that it use the latest version of the

VCS Program documents.

Breach of Contract: Both ESI and VCS Failed To Notify Plaintiff Of Upcoming Revisions To

Program Documents

82. Under the contract between plaintiff and VCS and between plaintiff and ESI, both ESI and VCS

were required to notify plaintiff of any upcoming revisions which would affect plaintiff's

project. Plaintiff's contract with ESI reads:

ESI will notify the clients of any changes to the GHG protocol requirements (VCS and)

that may affect the client's objectives, which occur after the signing of this contract up

and until the completion of the validation/verification report and statements.

In section 1.1 of the VCS Program Guide 3.4 incorporated into the contract with VCS it reads:

Development of new versions of the program will include public stakeholder

consultation and will be announced on the VCS website and to VCS stakeholders.

For the avoidance of doubt, plaintiff, as a project consultant, was a stakeholder.

83. However, ESI did not notify plaintiff of any revisions until well after they had come into effect

or no notification at all was given.
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84. ESI had every reason to refrain from notifying plaintiff as it would allow ESI to invoice beyond

what was agreed under the contract.

85. Neither did VCS notify plaintiff as required under section 1.1 of the VCS Program Guide v3.4.

86. Both VCS and ESI had motive to breach their respective contracts and avoid notifying plaintiff

of upcoming revisions to the VCS Program documents.

87. ESI benefited because it allowed it to maintain plaintiff as a captive client. Each revision

allowed it to continue to raise new NCRs. For each new NCR raised, ESI billed more hours.

88. ESI also stood to benefit because it rid itself of professional liability.

89. Plaintiff submits that the validation/verification bodies coerced VCS to shift liability from them

to project developers. That could only happen if done surreptitiously.

90. VCS Program documents valid at the time ESI and plaintiff agreed to validate and verify

plaintiff's project read:

Validation/verification bodies are expected to follow the guidance provided in the VCS

Validation and Verification Manual when validating or verifying projects and conducting

methodology assessments under the VCS Program.

It was replaced on 8 October 2013

Registered projects and issued VCUs are subject to review by the VCSA, as set out in

VCS document Registration and Issuance Process. Project proponents are responsible

for compensating for excess VCU issuance where the VCSA deems, acting reasonably,

that there has been a material erroneous issuance of VCUs in respect of a project, as a

result of the fraudulent conduct, negligence, intentional act, recklessness.
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misrepresentation or mistake of the project proponent. A statute of limitations applies,

whereby the VCSA can only require such compensation in relation to any verification

completed after 8 April 2014 and up to the later of: 1) 6 years after the date of issuance

of the relevant VCU; or 2) 12 months after the date upon which any second verification

report with respect to the relevant VCU is accepted on the VCS registry system.

91. Worth noting are the following:

a) No notification to plaintiff was done by either VCS nor ESI.

b) The transfer of liability was not done from Program Standard v 3.3 to v 3.4 and instead

reappeared in a different VCS Program document Program Guide v 3.5. Effectively

masquerading the transfer of liability and making it more difficult for market participants

and more importantly the negatively affected project developers.

c) While old revisions are readily available on the VCS website, VCS Program Guide v 3.4

disappeared from their website to become only available upon request.

92. Therefore, both VCS and ESI were highly motivated to avoid any notification which would

have effectively rendered such a transfer of liability impossible to implement as both buyer,

brokers and seller would have refused to allow the likes of ESI to validate and verify without

any liability whatsoever.

93. It is submitted that VCS was coerced because it would take only one of the 5 validation/

verification bodies to walk away from the VCS Program in order to collapse the whole

program. It would take only one validation/verification body to walk out because it would

severely reduce the certification pipeline and therefore severely reduce the supply of carbon

credits.
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94. In any and all cases, because validation/verification bodies are working at full capacity, having

only one of the five of them walk away from the VCS Program would reduce the number of

VCS carbon credits issued by approximately 20%. Since VCS can only profits at a $0.10/credit

issued, having one of them walk away from the VCS Program would reduce VCS's income by

20%.

95. Thus, both VCS and ESl were well motivated not to notify plaintiff of the revision to the VCS

Program documents.

Breach of Contract: ESI And VCS Coerced Plaintiff To Incorporate Revisions to VCS Standard

96. Plaintiff wrote to ESl on 7 November 2015 to inform ESl that plaintiff was unable to address

the last remaining NCR using his initial strategy and would proceed to implement new strategy

in order to conclude validation and verification.

97. On 24 November 2015, ESl replied that

It is important to note that VCS requirement documents, templates, and the methodology

have been updated since your last submittal to ESl. It is very important that your

documentation is updated appropriately for the review.

98. That position was maintained by ESl when it replied:

Based on all the recent discussions, 1 believe there are 3 options for you to

consider and decide upon:

1) Continue with the validation/verification of the project from the current point

based on the ESl terms and estimated prices as previously outlined via emails

and VCS recent guidance;
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2) Completely start over as a brand new project validation/verification with ESI;

or

3) Start over with a different WB.

99. ESI's new terms imposed plaintiff to use the revised standard. The alternative was to start over

with another validation verification body.

100. Plaintiff concedes that VCS also imposed that plaintiff validate with respect to the revised

VCS Standard.

101. Plaintiff also concedes that it agreed to such new terms but only to mitigate losses.

102. However, plaintiff was not required to validate with respect to the revised VCS standard. For

the terms in both of plaintiff's contract with ESI and VCS incorporated through the VCS

Program Guide 3.4 reads at section 1.1:

Readers should ensure that they are using the most current version of this and all other

program documents.

103. Because VCS Program Guide 3.5 modified that statement to:

Readers shall ensure that they are using the most current version of this and all other

program documents.

104. Therefore, since version 3.4 and not 3.5 was incorporated into the contract and VCS conceded

through the amendment that the language was at best ambiguous, both ESI and VCS imposed

terms on plaintiff which they were not entitled to impose under the contracts.

105. Plaintiff received no consideration for accepting to validate and verify with the revised VCS

Standard.
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106. ESI also misrepresented what the implications were under the revised VCS Standard. On 27

March 2014, well after revisions of the VCS Standard had taken place, ESI wrote to plaintiff:

...Furthermore, the VM0007 - REDD Methodology Modules (REDD MF), Version 1.3

approved 20 November 2012 was subsequently updated during the course of this

validation effort. These updates need to be reviewed and any changes made to your

project documentation.

The updates only relate to the following:

1. Applicability condition for unplanned deforestation "where post-deforesta

tion land use constitutes reforestation this module must not be used" was re

moved.

2. Equations4, 5 and 6 were revised to appropriately account for the buffer...

107. No further representations were made with respect to the new obstacles placed by ESI. More

importantly, the additional revisions that needed to be reviewed did not apply to plaintiff's

project.

Breach of Contract: Plaintiff Never Agreed To Restart Validation.

108. Regardless of ESTs and VCS's coercion, plaintiffmade clear, by not signing new offer and by

conduct, that he opted to continue with the validation/verification with ESI and certainly

plaintiff did not opt for option 2: completely start over as a brand new project

validation/verification with ESI.

109. An express offer was made with new terms and conditions to plaintiff should he opt to

completely start over with ESI.
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110. However, plaintiff never signed new contract.

111. Moreover, the required meeting kicking off any validation never took place after the initial one

back in 2013.

112. Thus, plaintiff never agreed to completely start over validation/verification with ESI. Quite the

contrary, ESI continued by closing the last outstanding non-conformity report in Round 5 and

issued Round 6 instead of Round 1 after doing so.

113. However, ESI took it upon itself to carry out and invoice for a completely new validation and

reviewed the whole project from scratch.

114. ESI did so, plaintiff submits, because it believed that the first team dealing with Round 1 to

Round 5 were not qualified to carry out validation and were grossly negligent. Scared of

reprisals by VCS, it found it to its advantage to start over to cover for mistakes (not conceded

by plaintiff which submits any NCRs issued after Round 5 were fabricated by ESI to avoid

professional liability). Also, it stood to profit by continue to invoice for fabricated NCRs.

115. It should be noted at this stage that plaintiff has not been the first to detect this behavior and

that other project developers have complained about fabricated NCRs by ESI.

Plaintiff Achieved Validation

116. The contract between ESI and plaintiff includes several Tasks to be undertaken by ESI. Among

them, "Task 1: validation" sets out the procedure to undergo validation certification, "Task 2:

verification" sets out the procedure to undergo verification certification and Task 3: Critical

Issues or Omissions for VCS sets out the procedure to be followed when VCS finds critical

issues and omissions.

117. Under the VCS Program Documents, VCS must ensure the integrity of the VCS Program:
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VCS Program Document: Program Guide 3.5

2.5 Roles and Responsibilities

2.5.6 VCS Association

it reserves the right not to register projects and programs, or issue VCUs where it deems

that they are not in compliance with the VCS rules or may otherwise impact the in

tegrity of the VCS Program...

118. Furthermore, VCS reviews registered projects to control their quality:

VCS Program Document: Registration and Issuance v3.6

7 Quality Control of Registered Projects

7.1 PROCESS

7.1.1 The VCSA may, at its discretion, review registered projects and issued VCUs

where it has concerns about adherence of the project to the VCS rules and the applied

methodology....

119. Thus, VCS may find Critical Issues and omissions during the life of the project (2012 to 2042)

which can impact the integrity of the VCS Program.

120. Task 3 of the contract between ESI and plaintiff sets out how the critical issues or omissions

for VCS resulting from the review process will be billed:

Task 3 Critical Issues or Omissions for VCS

Any critical issues or omissions of necessary data discovered during (or after) the vali

dation/verification process outlined in Task 1, 2 or 3, will be billed at $150 per hour.

These issues might include, but are not limited to, general mathematical or statistical

calculation errors, terminology issues, and missing documentation where ESI has to
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specifically request additional information to resolve. This does not preclude the option

that ESI staff finds the project unacceptable relative to the validation/verification

process. It will be the sole discretion of ESI staff whether any issues discovered during

the process can be resolved under this task/contract process, or are outside of the scope

of this validation/verification agreement.

121. Therefore, only VCS is entitled to determine the project's critical issues or omissions and thus,

ESI is not entitled to issue critical issues or omissions under Task 3.

122. Task 1 defines the validation process:

ESI will conduct a validation (desktop and field review) for the GHG project, carbon

baseline and project design to ensure adherence to the selected VCS Version validation

criteria and the selected methodology (VM0007). This task wiU include the following

three steps: initial review of documentationprovided by the client/site visit; submission

of formal requests for clarification (CL) and/or non-conformity reports (NCR); and re

view of the client's response to requests for Cls/NCRs. This equates to One Round of

NCR's/CL's (Findings). If the responses provide are, in the opinion of the validator, in

sufficient to satisfy the validation requirements, additional cycles of request/response

will be conducted under Task 3.

123.Therefore, Task 1 explicitly states that invalid responses will be treated as if they were Critical

Issues or Omissions for VCS. Thus, Task 1 does not entitle ESI to issue critical issues or

omissions after Round 1.

124. If ESI is a professional service provider like an accountant or engineering firm then, ESI seeks
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to reassure Plaintiff in contract that ESI will get the set of clarification and/or NCRs right in

Round One as set out in Task 1. However, since to err is human, should VCS find something

wrong during review process, then those corrections will fall under Task 3: Critical Issues or

Omissions for VCS.

125. The contract does not allow ESI to issue reports at will as it did in Rounds 6 and 7. If that is

the construction of the contract, then it is void of consideration. ESI cannot raise reports for

typos, revisions, or any other reason to continue invoicing Plaintiff and effectively make the

contract void of any consideration for Plaintiff.

126. ESI pretends to cany validation ad eternum. It will no doubt argue that the statement in

Exhibit A Task 1:

If the responses provide are, in the opinion of the validator, insufficient to satisfy the

validation requirements, additional cycles of request/response will be conducted under

Task 3.

allows ESI to do so. Unfortunately, ESI wrote to Plaintiff:

The equation proposed for above ground tree biomass from Brown, meets the

requirements of CP-AB and additional VCS guidance. However, there are a number of

other items that need to be addressed before the project can complete validation.

127. Thus, Plaintiff's response was sufficient to satisfy the validation requirements under VCS

Standard 3.3 and therefore, ESI cannot raise under the above terms in this paragraph additional

cycles of request/response under Task 3 which belong to the VCS Program Documents

incorporated under the ValidationA^erification Sampling Plan on 26 March 2013. In the worst

case scenario, which is not conceded,it must limit, by contract, to the difference between those
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documents and their various revisions, as listed under the history of revisions. However,

because ESI breached contract and did not give notice to Plaintiff of upcoming revisions it very

well knew about, ESI cannot now request those updates. ESI "forgot" to notify plaintiff to

profit beyond the contract and reduce its liabilities under the contract.

128. For the avoidance of doubt. Plaintiff presented ESI on or about January 2016 with a response

to the last outstanding non-conformity report issued by ESI in Round 5. Plaintiff, suspecting

already ESI's playbook to avoid validation, went to the extent of bring on board Nobel Prize

winner S. Brown to support plaintiff response. ESI, unable to confront S. Brown, found the

response satisfactory. Since the response was sufficient to satisfy the validation requirements,

ESI does not get to issue new NCRs. For ESI can only do so "if the responses provided are, in

the opinion of the validator, insufficient to satisfy the validation requirements, additional cycles

of request/response will be conducted under Task 3."

129. Thus, because all the validation requirements set out by ESI to that point had been satisfied, in

the opinion of the validator. Task 1 was completed.

130. At this point, plaintiff presents the following image which will be further developed below:

the team which carried out validation from Round 1 to Round 5 was grossly negligent.

131. The VCS Standard only allows forest carbon projects to be verified only 12 months after the

project's commencement date. In another project validated and verified under the VCS

Standard, ESI verified the project well before the 12 months.

132. ESI accepted it's gross negligence and coerced plaintiff to re-verify the whole project again

before ESI started work on the project in question.

133. In addition, by January 2016, ESI replaced most of the staff assigned at the beginning of the
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project. It is then not surprising that ESI wanted a redo at plaintiff's expense because as stated

by ESI's CEO:

I have talked with my staff and they feel that this is very close to being completed. You

may be aware that since we started VCS has begun to selectively review projects with

their own staff after the verification is completed. Effectively their audit is of our work

and yours.

134. Thus, ESI was concerned that VCS would uncover more gross negligence.

135. Obiter, the email by ESI's CEO sheds light as to how robust VCS's quality assurance standard

really was. For until that email was sent, ESI pretty much believed it could carry out work with

little or no risk and opted to turn the screws only after the said email.

136. Additionally, the terms of the contract between ESI and plaintiff read:

Materiality: Materialityis a conceptthat errors, omissions and misrepresentations could

affect the GHG reduction assertion and influence the intended users (ISO 14064-

3:2006). As defined by VCS Version 3, the materiality will be 5% (except for a large

project where it is then 1%).

137. Plaintiffproject is not a large project and therefore materiality is only 5%. Therefore, the sum

of the errors and omission NCRs must exceed 5% of the total amount of carbon credits issued

by plaintiff. That 5% must be on the down side for any error which conservatively estimates

the carbon credits does not breach materiality.

138. Plaintiff submits that none of the 100 fabricated NCRs affect materiality by itself or in

combination which had previously been closed.

139. Therefore, under the terms of the contract between ESI and plaintiff and between VCS and
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plaintiff once materiality is achieve validation/verification must ensued.

Plaintiff Achieved Verification

140. Task 2 defines the verification process:

This task will include the following three steps: initial review of documentation pro

vided by the client and site visit; submission of formal requests for clarification (CL)

and/or non-conformity reports (NCR); and review of the client's response to CLs/NCRs.

This equates to One Round of NCR's/CL's (Findings). If the responses provided are, in

the opinion of the verifier, insufficient to satisfy the verification requirements, additional

cycles of request/response will be conducted under Task 3.

and reads pari passu as Task 1.

141. Task 2 explicitly states that invalid responses will be treated as if they were Critical Issues or

Omissions for VCS. Therefore Task 2 does not entitle ESI to issue critical issues or omissions

after Round 1.

142. Because many of the NCRs raised during the verification task were addressed during valida

tion and none of the remainder affect exceed materiality beyond 5%, ESI must also issue a Veri

fication Report and the accompanying Deed of Representation.

ESI Did Not Comply With Deadlines Causing Delays

143. The terms of the contract between ESI and plaintiff entered in January 2013 states:

ESI will complete the work described above in a timely manner unless delayed by

Client's request, lack of information, or intervening factors beyond our control.

144. That same contract stipulated that terms were to be incorporated afterward via the
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ValidationA^erification Sampling Plan issued after the required kick off meeting took place and

which sets out a time line as follows

April 29, 2013 - Roundl NCRs/CLs/OFIs, produced and submitted.

However, ESFs gross negligence during the verification of plaintiff other project where ESI

failed to realize that verification could not be achieved before 12 months and granted plaintiff

verification before that period.

145. ESI coerced plaintiff to carry out the re-verification before it started work to issue Round 1

due on 29 April 2013. Failure to disagree would have amounted to bias on behalf of ESI

because it could lose its hcense for gross negligence in the interpretation of the VCS Program

documents.

146.While plaintiff agreed to carry re-verification, ESI never told plaintiff that it intended to depart

from the deadline of 29 April 2013 to issue Round 1 of the project at the crux of this case.

Therefore, plaintiff never agreed to extend the dateline of 29 April 2013.

147. ESI provided a response only on 13 June 2013 instead of 29 April 2013.

148.While the delay seems small, ESI continued to delay responsesto successive rounds.

149.ESI had everything to gain by dela5dng. Doing so while failing to notify plaintiff that

revisions to the VCS Program documents would allow it to issue a letter on 27 March 2014

which read:

...Furthermore, the VM0007 - REDD Methodology Modules (REDD MF), Version 1.3

approved 20 November 2012 was subsequently updated during the course of this valida

tion effort. These updates need to be reviewed and any changes made to your project

documentation.
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The updates only relate to the following:

1. Applicability condition for unplanned deforestation "where post-deforesta

tion land use constitutes reforestation this module must not be used" was re

moved.

2. Equations 4, 5 and 6 were revised to appropriately account for the buffer...

150. Thus ESI wanted the delays because it stood to delay professional liability while increasing its

invoice as a result of its delays.

ESI Caused Further Delays

151. ESI continued to cause further delays. This time to obtain no consideration.

152. According to the Validation and Verification Sampling Plan amended on 8 March 2016 ESI

was to deliver on March/April 2016 Round 6:

March/April 2016 - After signed sampUng plan is received, ESI will assess new

allometric equation updates and validation criteria

March/April 2016 - Ghent responds to NCRs/CLs/OFIs (if appUcable)

153. However, out of the 17 or so VCS Program Documents ESI was to review as a result of the

their revision, ESI delivered on 26 March 2016 only the NCRs for only one VCS Program

Document Document.

154. ESI refused to carry out any further work in writing.

For the avoidance of doubt, plaintiff submits that ESI defaulted on contract on 26 May 2016:
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In the email that accompanied the Round 6 Findings, it stated "Please note, that before

the project can be approved ESI will need to review all VCS requirements, the

requirements of the methodology, and each supporting module (CP-AB in one of those

modules)." ESI began with the CP-AB module as this is the module that has historically

been a sticking point for your project.

155. ESI effectively stated that it had the right to perform the remainder of the validation when it

felt like it because the Sampling Plan did not stipulate when validation is to be concluded.

156. Further below in the same email ESI stated:

If you choose to pursue legal action, ESI will stop work until there is a resolution.

Thus, ESI not only threatened to obliterate plaintiff's project if plaintiff pursued his legal right

to legal recourse, it also defaulted in writing on its contract with plaintiff. ESI did not perform

on the contract until until 29 July 2016.

157. The Sampling Plan is clear, validation criteria was to be provided by April 2016. The

Sampling Plan does not read incomplete validation criteria and therefore the contract must be

interpreted to provide the complete vahdation criteria. ESI provided an incomplete validation

criteria by April 2016 for on 29 July 2016 it issued 100 more NCRs. It failed to provide the

complete validation criteria by the committed date.

158. Like the delays in 2013 and the ones in 2016 also had an ulterior motive. To obtain no

consideration by pushing validation beyond July 2017 when validation will no longer be

possible under the VCS Program documents because 5 years would have passed since the

project started.
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Breach of Contract: ESI Admitted It had a Bias Against Plaintiff

159. On its email dated 26 May 2016, ESI used the concept of impartiality to justify defaulting on

the contract. In that same email it stated:

you have created an adversarial relationship with ESI and therefore is affecting the

conflict of interest and impartiality clause that aU WBs most follow If you take legal

action it is clear that ESI could proceed no further with the validation process due to

perceived conflict of interest/impartiality.

160. ESI then admitted it had lost its impartiality and considered its relationship with plaintiff

adversarial.

161. Nevertheless, ESI issued a 100 NCRs knowing it had lost impartiality and was biased against

plaintiff.

162. The 100 NCRs issued in Round 7 show ESI's partiality and biased against against plaintiff.

ESI required explicit referencing rather than referencing (indirectly) as allowed under VCS

Standard. ESI reviewed the whole project rather than limit itself to what it had promised to

review in its letter 27 March 2014. ESI fabricated NCRs concerned with presentation details

including typos, map clarity, even using British spelling for some words whUe the Standard

only requires English and not American English. What a coincidence that they stopped at 100

NCRs as if they were making a statement: cross us and will make your life miserable.

163. This confirmed clients fears when ESI coerced plaintiff to verify plaintiff's old project before

beginning validation of project in question. Would plaintiff refused, ESI would have fabricated

there and then a load of NCRs to reprimand plaintiff for refusing to carry out ESI's will.

164. When plaintiff received Round 6, plaintiff knew there was an additional element:
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discrimination for his ethnic background.

165. Plaintiff then searched internet to determine who Mr. Pinjuv was. Very quickly the New York

Times provided the answer. On or about 2006 that newspaper wrote about a certain Mrs Pinjuv

and her discriminatory views towards Latinos. For the avoidance of doubt, ESI knew very well

plaintiff was Latino: when plaintiff explained to ESI why he was working in Bohvia, plaintiff

responded he had value added for being from neighboring Argentina which greatly simplified

logistics.

166. ESTs solicitor conceded that the said Mrs Pinjuv was Mr Pinjuv's great aunt. Since the fruit

does not fall far from the tree, plaintiff got it right when it accused Mr Pinjuv of discrimination,

prior to knowing the blood relationship, with VCS who used the accusation to temporarily

server relations with plaintiff.

167.While plaintiffbelieves that Mr. Pinjuvhas everyright to have discriminatory feelings towards

plaintiff, Mr. Pinjuv should have recusedhimself from working on the project rather than issue

100 NCRs so far in the validation process.

168.Thus bias was double. First because plaintiff was enforcing his rights under the contract and

second because plaintiff was Latino.

Breach of Contract: ESI Obliterated Plaintiff's Project

169. By disregarding the agreement between ESI and plaintiff to continue rather then completely

start a new validation/verification, ESI obliterated plaintiff project.

170. This is further compounded by ESTs willful issuance of NCRs while knowing it was biased

and that it had racial prejudice against plaintiff.
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171. The VCS Standard requires that plaintiff close out any outstanding NCRs with the same

validation/verification body. In this case, plaintiff could have opted to ask ESI to close last non

conformity report with ESI and stop there and then. That would have prevented ESI from

issuing new NCRs. More importantly it would allow plaintiff to implement option 3: proceed

with a new validation/verification body.

172. However, because ESI issued 115 new NCRs, plaintiff becomes captive. When Round 6 was

issued, plaintiff contacted a third validation/verification body. Rain Forest Alliance, which after

consulting with VCS replied it was unable, under the VCS standard, to overtake task from ESI:

I just heard back from VCS and received the following guidance:

"As the validation is being conducted by another WB, there is a chance that the WB

wUl issue a negative validation opinion. Per Section 5.3.4 of the VCS Standard, if a

negative opinion is issued, the project is ineligible to complete validation services with

another WB, and must address the open findings with the original PP before registering

the project with the VCS Program. However, if the WB and PP terminate their contract

for validation services and the WB does not issue a negative opinion, VCS will request

the WB submit any opening findings to VCS and the PP and we will forward these to

the subsequent WB performing work on the project to ensure they are addressed by the

PP during any subsequent validation services.

173. Thus plaintiff was captive and at the mercy of ESI. In one case, the number of open findings or

NCRs would be one. Now plaintiff is stuck with 100 fabricated NCRs.

174. Plaintiff submits that ESI inflicted this obstacles on plaintiff because it was upset that plaintiff

was dragging ESI in front of VCS for its fabrications and costing ESI loss of revenue by having

to devote time to address plaintiff's appeals to VCS.
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Breach of Contract: Overbilling

175. ESI invoiced under Task 3 of the contract a total of $7,893.33.

176. ESI refused, despite various plaintiff's request, to provide a breakdown of how the hours were

spent.

177. Furthermore, ESI billed plaintiff for a stay at a 5 star hotel. Although the plaintiff agrees that a

hotel night was due, ESI had used previously a 3 star hotel. That hotel has been regularly used

by plaintiff at a rate of $40 to $50 and which was a proper, clean hotel.

178. ESI shows how far away it is from providing a professional service and instead used every sin

gle abuse it could to overbill plaintiff.

Breach of Contract: Lack Of Integrity, Lack Of Integrity

179. The contract between ESI and plaintiff reads:

ESI also pledges to demonstrate ethical conduct through trust, integrity, confidentiality,

and discretion throughout the validation and verification process (ISO14064-3: 2006,

3.3).

180. Clearly, using a 5 star hotel when it had previously used a proper 3 star hotel, ESI shows no in

tegrity but rather an abusive relation.

181. The failure to notify plaintiff of updates and later the invoicing resulting from that failure also

shows lack of integrity and ethics.

182. Reviewing the entire project to cover their negligence and further invoicing for the additional

100 NCRs is also inconsistent with an ethical relationship and shows complete lack of integrity

required under the contract.
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183. Quite the opposite, it shows a complete lack of integrity and ethics and further shows that ESI

was abusing its position in the contract.

184. This is further compoundedby forcing plaintiff to accept to re-veiify first project and delay the

issuance of Round 1 as set out in the contract.

185. ESI has a history to doing so with not just plaintiff but also with other clients.

Contract with VCS

186. VCS and plaintiff entered a contract where VCS "VCS provides a robust quality assurance

standard" and plaintiff pays $0.10/credit issued, collected through the VCS Registry.

187. Plaintiff concedes that no contract was signed. However, the contract was entered into be

cause VCS made an explicit offer through its website, plaintiff accepted the offer by acting on

it, VCS listed plaintiff's project in the VCS database and VCS intended, as it did in a previous

occasion, to withhold (through its Master account at VCS Registry) a substantial number of

credits to guarantee plaintiff fulfilled his end of the bargain to preserve the forest for at least 30

years.

188. the conduct of both parties is consistent with existence of such contract extending back to 2011

when plaintiff first acted on the website offer.

189. The VCS program documents were incorporated into the contract though the website offer.

Moreover, by acting as arbitrator between plaintiff and ESI as well as directing plaintiff to

comply with certain positions taken by ESI in order to validate the project and issue credits, suf

fices as conduct by VCS with regards to the said incorporation.
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190. Plaintiff concedes that VCS program documents by themselves protectsVCS and its employ

ees. However, the existence of any clauses within those documents do not extend to the acts

pertaining this claim and only seeks to reduce liability with regards to accuracy of information

or similar types of acts which little or nothing have to do with the obligations and responsibili

ties of the contract.

191. The alternative is otherwise no consideration because VCS receives $0.10/credit issued and is

not liable under law to perform in any which way or form. Thus it constitutes a misrepresenta

tion by fraud.

192. The alternative is otherwise that a contract was entered with VCS through the VCS Registry

with whom plaintiff registered project on or about March 2013.

193. In the alternative, a contract exists between the VCS Registry and VCS, specially designed for

the class of project developers to which plaintiff belongs. Obiter, VCS Registry collected the

$0.10/credit issued. Therefore, third party liability exists.

194. In the alternative, a contract exists between the ESI and VCS, specially designed for the class

of project developers to which plaintiff belongs. Obiter, with ESI's participation VCS was able

to collect $0.10/credit issued through the VCS Registry.Therefore, third party liability exists.

195. On or about March 2013, The plaintiff entered a second contract with the second defendant,

VCS when it registered the project "La Palma" with them. The contract incorporated all docu

ments mentioned in the validation verification sampling plan issued on 26 March 2013 by ESI.
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Under the terms of the contract between plaintiff and VCS, plaintiff was to validate and verify

the project, VCS would then allow the issuance and sale of credits by plaintiff which in return,

plaintiff would pay VCS $0.10/credit issued.

196. In order to validate and verify the project, VCS required plaintiff to use one of 5 listed valida

tion and verification bodies like ESI. The VCS program documents give details as to how

these validation and verification bodies would be selected and maintained. As set out in the

program documents, VCS and a validation and verification body would enter a contract de

signed for the sole specific purpose of serving the project developers like the plaintiff.

197. For the avoidance of doubt, the contract between VCS and ESI would be for the benefit of the

group of project developers which include the plaintiff.

198.The formalities set out in the VCS program documents rely mostly on the certification by

ANSI. In this sense, VCS does not do any further vetting to determine if the likes of ESI would

have the necessary qualifications to apply the VCS standard. Neither, does the VCS Standard

provide for any certification of the particular persons who work for ESI and carry out the spe

cific task of validating and verifying the project.

199. Only after 6 November 2013 and well after plaintiff entered contract with ESI, did ESI be

come concerned of the "new" policy by VCS to review projects to verify among other the qual

ity of work done by ESI.

200. Thus while ESI may have achieved certification by ANSI, ESI could designate a person with

little or no experience to carry out the validation/verification. This was and is unfortunately the
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case. Both, Stewart McMorrow and Mr. Pinjuv lacked among other the mathematical abihty to

read a spreadsheet or factor an equation (as expected of any 8*'' grader) and interpret correctly

the VCS Standard.

201. In particular, during vahdation ESI's S. Mc Morrow confessed that he and ESI were still trying

to grip how to implement the VCS Standard and estimated that they were still within the al

lowed materiality deviation.

202. Thus, VCS did not carry out sufficient due diligence of ESI's employees and therefore of ESI

as a whole.

203. To the best of plaintiff's knowledge, VCS does not certify each member of ESI's team and in

stead certifies ESI as a whole. However, it is the plaintiff understanding the Mr Pinjuv attended

a course but at the end of the course there was no examination to determine if students had

achieved proficiency on all the skills required to carry out validation and verification. In partic

ular, plaintiff believes that students are not tested for proficiency in excel or other computa

tional language.

ANSI's Third Party Liability

204. The same applies pari pasu with ANSI. To the best of plaintiff's knowledge, ANSI certifies

ESI but not the specific employee carrying out validation/verification of a specific project. In

particular, if ANSI certifies ESI with a specific team and then a member of that team is replaced

with a new employee, ESI does not need recertification. Thus ESI is able to replace an em

ployee with a serially negligent employee and ANSI would not require recertification.
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205. Therefore, both ANSI and VCS did not exercise the necessary diligence to ensure that the per

sons responsible for validation and verificationof the project were competent to carry out vali

dation and verification.

206. However, prior to contracting with ESl to validate/verify the project, both ANSI and VCS

made representations to plaintiff that ESl was competent to carry out such task.

207. In Round 1 of the validation and Round 1 of the verification, ESl was to provide with a full

and complete list of reports, each report explaining why the project did not comply with the

VCS standard.

208. On Round 1 ESl issued 94 NCRs. On Round 6 and 7, ESl issued 17 and 100 NCRs respec

tively. Of these 117 NCRs approximately 104 reports made reference to the VCS standard used

in Round 1 to justify the report.

209. A standard is designed so that two separate persons carrying out the measurement agree. For

example, two persons using the same measuring stick will agree (to within accuracy of the mea

suring stick) on the length of a table. If one person measures 94 inches and the other measures

217 inches one can only conclude that at least one person did not know how to use the measur

ing stick.

210. The same reasoning applies here. If ESl was right in Round 1 then the reports issued in

Rounds 6 and 7 are incorrect. On the other hand if ESl was right in Rounds 6 and 7 then the re

ports issued in Round 1 were incomplete. In either case, ESl was incapable of applying the

VCS Standard at least in one instance, be it in Round 1 or Rounds 6 and 7.
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211. Therefore the certification issued by ANSI or VCS were not accurate because ESI did not

have the capacity to apply the VCS standardcorrecdy. Be it in Round 1 or Round 6 and 7.

212. This is further emphasized by the emails exchanged with VCS' chief financial officer and

plaintiff on or about September 2013. There VCS confirmed that ESl's difference between

Round 1 and Rounds 6 and 7 where too drastic to be consistent with the definition of standard.

213. Plaintiff submits that because VCS conceded that ESI was unable to apply the standard cor

rectly, ESI was not qualified to apply the standard and therefore the certifications issued by both

ANSI and ESI, intended to be used by plaintiff, were false.

214. Furthermore, plaintiff decided to engage ESI only because the representations made by VCS

and ANSI put ESI at the same level as more established validations and verification bodies that

were authorized to carry out the same task.

215. All damages resulting from ESl's lack of ability to apply the standard resulted from VCS and

ANSI representations and therefore both VCS and ANSI are liable for all those same damages.

VCS Manipulated Market and Enriched Illicitly

216. On 20 October 2016 VCS conceded that a number of credits of a third party project, claimed

by plaintiff to be valued at $175,000,000, had been validated incorrectly. FurthermoreVCS ac

knowledged, three years after and as a reply to a chapter 93a letter of demand that no credits

pertaining that excess had been issued.
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217. However, at the time of the reply, the representations made by both the third party and its val

idator/verifier which stated and included the excess of credit claimed by third party were still

shown in both the VCS Project Database.

218. The VCS Project Database allow market participants and specially market makers, brokers and

market commentators to set fair prices on the basis of supply and demand.

219. By overstating the market supply, VCS was able to reduce the price of the carbon credits

across the carbon credit market and affected all sectors including credits produced through

forestry, solar, wind, hydro, etc.

220. Since the price was artificially depressed and demand held constant, the number of credits sold

increased. Therefore, the issuance of credits increased.

221. Since VCS stands to gain $0.10/credit issued, it benefits when the number of credits sold in

creases.

222. Thus, VCS not only knowingly misrepresented the supply of credits but also keep market

prices depressed so that it could continue to profit from the artificially manipulated excess is

suance of credits.

223. Because plaintiff had complained to VCS about expected losses from project to be validated,

VCS had every incentive to block validation of plaintiff's project in order to avoid possible law

suit for plaintiff loses steaming from VCS's breach of contract for failing to provide the
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promised robust quality assurance standard and failing to review projects in order to ensure

public data was accurate.

224. VCS was confused regarding market losses and opted to deny plaintiff validation/verification

so that no market loss could be claimed. No liability exists if carbon credits can never be is

sued.

225. Perhaps they did not collude with ESI to achieve this goal. But they do have a plentiful his

tory of colluding. For example, when they tried to shift liability from WBs to project develop

ers without notifying plaintiff as envisaged under the VCS Program.

Standard Not Robust At All

226. Plaintiff was enticed by VCS by representing to plaintiff that it provided a "robust quality

assurance standard for determining project eligibility".

227. VCS misrepresented to plaintiff the quality of VCS Program.

228. Among other, VCS has conflict of interest with all project developers since it benefits from

depressed prices and has the ability and acted on the ability to allow knowingly incorrect

information to continue to be accessible to project developers and other market participants to

determine supply, demand and prices.

229. Also, if the VCS Standard was indeed robust it would not have had so many amendments in

such a short period of time.

230. VCS was not promoting a standard. Rather it was providing a feudal system where it deferred

to WBs wide discretion to impose their own standard. For example, the Standard does not
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require that the Project Description Document be self contained. And neither had that been the

way the Standard itself was constructed. However, it allows different validation verification

bodies to require for example that certain information such as how trees are to be measured or

not.

231. Thus ESI imposed in Round 6 that plaintiff explicidy include images of how tree diameters

were to be measured rather than indirectly reference other well established and publications

providing industry standard measuring techniques and risk violating copyright laws. For the

avoidance of doubt, ESI imposed that condition on another project developer who indeed

violated copyright law.

232. However, plaintiff can provide a lengthy list of projects which made indirect reference to

measuring technique used in them.

233. The same applies with a number of other NCRs raised by ESI which requires explicit

reference of formulas while other projects got off without doing so, presumably they paid more

than plaintiff for their services.

234. The fact that VCS defers to validating/verification bodies should the wish to impose their own

htde additional standard makes it clear that different vahdation/verification bodies are applying

different standards and therefore the VCS Standard is not robust but rather a ball of putty to be

shaped by the WBs at their will. Further allowing to adjust their invoicing as they wish.

235. The VCS Standard does not require absolute compliance with the standard. Indeed, the VCS

program introduces the concept of materiality which allows for a 5% discrepancy between the

project "La Palma" and the actual value.
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236. On the other hand, in that same document, it states that ESI should follow the guidance of the

VCS validation and verification manual. The manual states that ESI should strive for 0% dis

crepancy.

237. For the avoidance of doubt, ESI did not list the VCS validation and verification manual as part

of the documents which would be used to validate and verify the project and plaintiff only be

came aware of it existence in Round 7.

238. Because the contract between plaintiff and VCS, which incorporates the VCS Standard was

drafted by VCS, any conflicts in the contract should be interpreted in favor of plaintiff.

239. More important, VCS misrepresented materiality to plaintiff. On the one hand, the VCS stan

dard makes it plain that plaintiff is allowed a 5% deviation from the Standard. On the other

hand, it instructs ESI through the VCS validation and verification manual that it should imple

ment a 0% deviation.

240. Thus VCS misrepresented to plaintiff the robustness of the VCS Program which was not

robust at all.

241. Furthermore VCS misrepresented the meaning of materiality promising 5% and instead

imposing 0%.

Birds Of A Feather Flock Together

242. Plaintiff obtained an incomplete list of market participants from the VCS Registry website.

243. Analysis of some of the market participants shows a significant percentage of persons which

were in trouble with the SEC and also the FBI.
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244. It is generally accepted that as a result of the novelty of carbon credit market, many

unscrupulous persons have attempted to scam innocent persons.

245. This was a surprise to plaintiff.

246. After understanding the scam ran by VCS to manipulate market prices and misrepresent key

features of the VCS Program to project developers, plaintiff submits that those in ttouble with

the SEC or the FBI are but amateurs compared with VCS.

RELIEF

Count I: ESI's Gross Negligence

247. A standard is designed to ensure that, regardless of the observer benchmarking the project, the

same result is reached.

248. In the present case, ESl concluded that there were only 94 NCRs in Round 1.

249. After plaintiff resolved those 94 NCRs, ESl found an additional 100 NCRs.

250. Regardless of whether ESl is entitled or not to issue NCRs at will and regardless of VCS's

surprise that ESl had issued a 100 NCRs, the result of having such different benchmarking

shows gross negligence on the part of ESl.

251. The result of ESFs gross negligence has resulted in the plaintiff

a) loosing his project

b) loosing his reputation and

c) loosing the good will he expected to be a source of profit after investing his time since

march 2012.
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252. Plaintiff asks the Court to order ESI compensate plaintiff for its gross negligence for

a) $8,690,354 resulting from the total market value of plaintiff project as of October 2013,

b) $869,035 resulting from plaintiff loss of reputation and

c) $1,000,000 resulting from plaintiff loss of time.

Count II: ESI*s Breach of Contract (Failure To Notify)

253. ESI was required under contract to notify plaintiff of upcoming revisions of the standard that

would affect the project.

254. ESI failed to comply with that requirement causing the plaintiff to find himself in this

situation.

255. The result of ESI's breach of contract has resulted in the plaintiff

a) loosing his project

b) loosing his reputation and

c) loosing the good will he expected to be a source of profit after investing his time since

march 2012.

256. Plaintiff asks the Court to order ESI compensate plaintiff for breach of contract for

a) $8,690,354resulting from the total marketvalue of plaintiffproject as of October2013,

b) $869,035 resulting from plaintiff loss of reputation and

c) $1,000,000 resulting from plaintiff loss of time.

Count III: ESI's Breach of Contract (Failure Of Consideration)
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257. ESI abused its position to impose new terms on plaintiff. Plaintiff only accepted such a terms

to mitigate the circumstances and because the revisionhistory showed none of them applied to

plaintiff's project.

258. ESI gave no consideration for these terms it imposed on plaintiff.

259. ESI has motive to impose those terms. It stood to invoice beyond what was contemplated in

the contract. It stood to push validation beyond the deadline and thus give no consideration in

retum to plaintiff.

260. The result of ESI's breach of contract has resulted in the plaintiff

a) loosing his project

b) loosing his reputation and

c) loosing the good will he expected to be a source of profit after investing his time since

march 2012.

261. Plaintiff asks the Court to order ESI compensate plaintiff for breach of contract for

a) $8,690,354 resulting from the total marketvalue of plaintiffproject as of October2013,

b) $869,035 resulting from plaintiff loss of reputation and

c) $1,000,000 resulting from plaintiff loss of time.

Count IV: ESI's Breach of Contract (Validation Deed Of Representation)

262. A contract must have finality.

263. ESI's interpretation of the contract would entide ESI to continue to raise NCRs at will until

2042 when the project ends.
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264. Thus plaintiff would have no consideration from the contract: any money made by plaintiff

from the sale of credits would be ceased by ESI by simply raising new NCRs.

265. Contract Task 1 is clear. ESI can only raise NCRs until all outstanding NCRs are resolved by

plaintiff.

266. Contract Task 3 does not entitle ESI to raise NCRs at will. Only those that VCS sees as threats

to the VCS Program.

267. Plaintiff asks Court to order ESI to issue Validation Report and Deed of Representation taking

into account only the work done up to Round 5 of the project.

Count V: ESPs Breach Of Contract (Verification Deed Of Representation)

268. For the same arguments as set out in Count IV and that

269. Round 1 of the verification has 41 NCRs out of which 13 were resolved during validation and

that

270. None of the 28 outstanding NCRs in Round 1 of the verification affect materiality and are

simple cosmetic issues

271. Plaintiff asks Court to order ESI to issue Verification Report and Deed of Representation

taking into account only the work done up to Round 5 of the project; in the alternative it

proceed to verification without raising any further new NCRs or expanding existing NCRs and

limit verification to VCS Program Documents valid on 8 March 2013.

Count VI: ESPs Breach of Contract (Delays)

272. ESI abused its position to obtain terms after the contract was entered into with no
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consideration in return.

273. In particular, ESI delayed without plaintiff's consent to issue Round 1 not in April as agreed

under the contract but rather on June 2013.

274. In addition, ESI made representations about the turn around time which were consistent with a

previous contract between plaintiff and ESI. However, ESI did not comply with those timelines.

275. ESI had motive to do so. By delaying, ESI pretended to impose on plaintiff the validation of

the project not only with respect to the intended version of the Standard but also those which it

well knew were in the pipeline.

276. The result of ESl's breach of contract has resulted in the plaintiff's project loosing value as a

result of significant market value drop in the price of the carbon credits and loss by vintage

during said delays.

277. For the avoidance of doubt, loss by vintage results in the same manner as on-the-run and off-

the-run US Treasury Notes. The off-the-run notes trade at a discount from the more recently

issued Treasury Notes. In the carbon market, recently verified carbon credits trade at a higher

price than those issued an year earlier. The older the verification date the lower the price a

project developer receives.

278. Plaintiff asks the Court to order ESI compensate plaintiff for delays for $3,194,889 resulting

from the market value drop of plaintiff project.

Count VII: ESI's Breach of Contract (Delays II)

279. Further delays arose for ESl's refusal to perform.
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280. The contract is clear. ESI was to provide Round 6 with among other the validation criteria.

281. This had been the conduct of ESI up until ESI refused to perform.

282. Even under threat of being pursuit in Court, ESI continued to state that it was entitled to raise

as it pleased.

283. What consideration does a contract have when one party can perform when it pleases if ever?

284. As a result of these delays and the significant market drop as well as vintage drop.

285. Plaintiff asks the Court to order ESI compensate plaintiff for delays for $3,194,889 resulting

from the market value drop of plaintiff project.

Count VIII: ESPs Breach of Contract (Over Invoicing)

286. ESI invoicing under Task 3 has no justification.

287. ESI invoiced for hours without justifying them, despite several requests to do so. The invoiced

amounts for these hours was excessive and were similar to the amounts invoiced to issue 94

NCRs, fly to Bolivia and spend 3 days of field work.

288. ESI found no ethical conflict when it booked a 5 star hotel and when a 3 star hotel had been

used in the past. Nothing in the contract entitles plaintiff to joy ride plaintiff's wallet. Quite the

opposite, ESI was explicitiy require to act ethically.

289. This shows, either ESI's lack of ethics or negligence.

290. Plaintiff asks the Court to order ESI compensate plaintiff for over invoicing for $7,893.33

resulting from the market value drop of plaintiff project.
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Count IX; VCS' Copyright Violation

291. A contract exists between plaintiff and VCS.

292. If VCS denies such a contract, then it violated copyright of all project developers by

publishing without permission in VCS's website the project document.

293. Plaintiff asks the Court to order VCS compensate plaintiff and any and all project developers

whose project description document was published in VCS's website without their permission

and that penal law be appUed and jail time be given to VCS and its administrators and

employees who published more than 1400 separate documents in violation of copyright law.

294. Plaintiff ask the Court to determine the amount that VCS should compensate for copyright

violation.

Count X: VCS' Breach of Contract (Failure to Notify)

295. Even if no contract exists, VCS is liable as a third party under both contracts between plaintiff

and ESI and between plaintiff and the VCS Registry.

296. Under contract between VCS and Plaintiff, VCS was require to give notice to plaintiff, as a

stakeholder, of any upcoming revisions to the VCS Program documents.

297. VCS failed to notify plaintiff of upcoming revisions to the VCS Program documents.

298. The result of VCS's breach of contract has resulted in the plaintiff

a) loosing his project
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b) loosing his reputation and

c) loosing the good will he expected to be a source of profit after investing his time since

march 2012.

299. Plaintiff asks the Court to order VCS compensate plaintiff for breach of contract for

a) $8,690,354 resulting from the total market value of plaintiff project as of October 2013,

b) $869,035 resulting from plaintiff loss of reputation and

c) $1,000,000 resulting from plaintiff loss of time.

Count XI: VCS*Breach of Contract (Failure to Notify)

300. Under the contract between plaintiff and VCS, plaintiff had the option, and not the obligation,

to incorporate revisions to VCS Program documents into his project.

301. Nevertheless, VCS imposed terms not agreed to and with no consideration in return.

302. The result of VCS's breach of contract has resulted in the plaintiff

a) loosing his project

b) loosing his reputation and

c) loosing the good will he expected to be a source of profit after investing his time since

march 2012.

303. Plaintiff asks the Court to order VCS compensate plaintiff for breach of contract for

a) $8,690,354 resulting from the total market value of plaintiff project as of October 2013,
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b) $869,035 resulting from plaintiff loss of reputation and

c) $1,000,000 resulting from plaintiff loss of time.

Count XII: VCS' Market Manipulation

304. VCS depressed market prices.

305. VCS did so by knowingly providing and disseminating false information to market

participants.

306. VCS had motive. By depressing prices while demand held constant in terms of money, the

number of credits bought by market participants increased. VCS's profits $0.10/credit issued.

307. Thus VCS stood to profit more and indeed it profited more by depressing market prices.

308. Plaintiff asks this Court to order VCS compensate plaintiff for artificially depressing market

prices for the amount of $8,690,354.

Count XIII: VCS' Misrepresentation of Robustness

309. VCS misrepresented robustness of VCS Program.

310. A standard cannot be robust if it needs to be revised at the rate it was revised by VCS. Some

revision was issued in October 2012 only to be reviewed again in March 2013.

311. If plaintiff would have known, and VCS represented accurately that VCS was not a standard

but rather VCS's whim he would have not wasted 4 years of his life if something resembling

more of a scam or prank rather than a standard.
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312. VCS implemented those changes with a view to make the Standard robust. Therefore, the

VCS Standard at the time VCS made representation to plaintiff was not robust.

313. VCS used the revisions to reduce supply. While this statement seems contradictory with

Count XII, it is not. VCS manipulated market information to depress prices and used revisions

to the project in order to avoid a market collapse by reducing supply.

314. The result of VCS's misrepresentation resulted in the plaintiff

a) loosing his project

b) loosing his reputation and

c) loosing the good will he expected to be a source of profit after investing his time since

march 2012.

315. Plaintiff asks the Court to order VCS compensate plaintiff for breach of contract for

a) $8,690,354 resulting from the total market value of plaintiff project as of October 2013,

b) $869,035 resulting from plaintiff loss of reputation and

c) $1,000,000 resulting from plaintiff loss of time.

Count XIV: VCS' and ESI's Misrepresentation of Materiality

316. Both VCS and ESI misrepresented materiality: the discrepancy between what the project

declared and what a non negligent validation verification body argued was the actual value of

the project.

317. On the one hand both the VCS Program documents and plaintiff's contract with ESI made
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clear the concept of materiality.

318. However, both ESI and VCS fell back into a document which was not incorporated into

contract and which was specifically to be used by ESI only which ESI and VCS both argue it

entitles ESI to raise NCRs.

319. ESI used a statement in this contradictory document to justify raising many NCRs in Round 7.

320. Thus, ESI in the one hand it stated that materiality of 5% would apply.

321. On the other hand, it actually implemented a materiality of 0%.

322. The result of VCS's misrepresentation resulted in the plaintiff

a) loosing his project

b) loosing his reputation and

c) loosing the good will he expected to be a source of profit after investing his time since

march 2012.

323. Plaintiff asks the Court to order VCS compensate plaintiff for breach of contract for

a) $8,690,354 resulting from the total market value of plaintiff project as of October 2013,

b) $869,035 resulting from plaintiff loss of reputation and

c) $1,000,000 resulting from plaintiff loss of time.

Count XV: ANSI's and VCS' Third Party Liability

324. Both ANSI and VCS issued certification with regards to ESTs ability to carry out validation
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and verification of plaintiff's project.

325. ESI's gross negligence was set out in Count I and is hereby incorporated to this Count.

326. Both ANSI and VCS are liable for issuing certifications which were intended to be used by

plaintiff.

327. The result of ANSI's VCS' representation resulted in the plaintiff

a) loosing his project

b) loosing his reputation and

c) loosing the good will he expected to be a source of profit after investing his time since

march 2012.

328. Plaintiff asks the Court to order VCS compensate plaintiff for breach of contract for

a) $8,690,354 resulting from the total market value of plaintiff project as of October 2013,

b) $869,035 resulting from plaintiff loss of reputation and

c) $1,000,000 resulting from plaintiff loss of time.

Count XVI: Loss Of Reputation, Mental Distress and Sunk Time

329. Plaintiff was enticed through the use of misrepresentations by ANSI, VCS and ESI to believe

that saving forests from destruction would not only bring about moral gratification to plaintiff

but also bring wealth.

330. Plaintiff was led to believe by ESI and VCS that the rules of the game were robust and that
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parties were ethical and acted with integrity.

331. Plaintiff could have instead opted to work in the financial industry where he performed for top

tier investment banks and hedge fund as front office risk manager and senior quantitative

analyst.

332. If plaintiff would have received accurate information from the defendant's, plaintiff would

have never considered embarking in developing a carbon forestry project

333. Instead plaintiff would have continued to work as a senior quantitative analyst in New York,

London, Zurich, Milan or Singapore where his last total compensation was httle shy of

$1,000,000.

334. From March 2012 till the time when this lawsuit was filed, plaintiff not only would have

continued to make those sums but also climb the ranks of that industry.

335. However, because all the Defendant's fraudulendy misrepresented among other the VCS

Program and ESI's gross negligence, plaintiff today is not only 4 years older but also 4 years

out of the industry.

336. Plaintiff also lost his reputation with respect to the VCS market participants. Thus, even if the

project was validated and verified today, plaintiff and his project reputation would still suffer

from the amount of artificial NCRs and also the length of time validation took place.

337. Thus plaintiff is damaged goods with respect to the market. Brokers that before were eager to

trade plaintiff carbon credits today make up excuses to avoid speaking all together with

plaintiff.

338. Plaintiff asks the Court order God to turn back clock 4 years. In the alternative it order

defendants compensate plaintiff for
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a) $500,000 resulting from the loss of reputation in the carbon credit market.

b) $1,000,000 resulting from loss of income that would have accrued if plaintiff would have

stayed in banking industry.

c) $400,000 being the sum of the difference in cash flows he would have received from today

until age 65 had he opted to stay in the banking industry four years ago and he would

reenter it today.

Total Compensation to be Capped

339. Plaintiff recognizes that the amounts overlap and that defendants are pursued for same

damages. Therefore total compensation should be capped.

340. Plaintiff asks that the total compensation be capped to total value of project at 2013 market

prices.

R^speetfuUy submitted,

Fermin Aldabe

120 Dusntable Rd,
Westford,MA 01886
Phone (978) 677-0353
vcsholivia@yahoQ.com
Dated;

13 January 2016
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